Hello Kids,

Each month I see reports about all the things that Aboriginal people are doing in the community, and each month they seem to have been more active than the one before.

Recently several children were awarded bursaries and scholarships to help them further their studies, and others were acknowledged as leaders in several sports. Others took their part in community service projects such as learn-to-swim campaigns; some joined with whites to help build houses for needy Aboriginal families. And this month Charles Perkins became the first Aboriginal to graduate from a University.

But they all have something in common—they work hard in their chosen field, and they are interested in the community around them.

This year, try to follow their lead. If you do, you’ll be surprised how worthwhile 1966 turns out to be.

'Bye for now kids,
See you next month,

Pete

Answers to September puzzles

Try a triangle—A, at, cat, east, stare, Easter, eastern.

Hidden metals—Lead, tin, iron.

Letters for a lady—Florence Nightingale

Poet puzzle—Holme, Byron.

Loretta Ebsworth and Penny Coombes, from the Cootamundra Girls’ Training Home won the September competition. Prizes have been sent to them.

Send your answers to puzzles to Pete,
C/o Dawn Magazine.
Box 30, G.P.O..
SYDNEY

Across
1. Opposite to Yes
2. Carries a trunk
3. Single thing
4. Blind without it
5. Tooth in wheel
6. Facial hair
7. To fasten
8. Female-fallow deer
9. Runs fast
10. Watercourse (Indian)
11. Male deer
12. Watercourse (English)
13. So far...
14. Indefinite article—adjective
15. Part of verb Be
16. A snake would like one
17. To bring about
18. Obstruct
19. English County
20. Many
21. Headgear
22. Thanks (abbr.)
23. Mother (abbr.)
24. Like an onion
25. Dog like a greyhound
26. Like a greyhound
27. English County
28. So far...
29. Adjective
30. Preposition
31. Like a greyhound
32. Preposition
33. Like a greyhound
34. Preposition
35. Like a greyhound
36. Like a greyhound
37. Like a greyhound
38. Like a greyhound
39. Like a greyhound
40. Like a greyhound

Down
1. Fighting weapon
2. Preposition
3. Engrave
4. Lamb-killer
5. An uproar
6. Simple and elegant
7. Used on a car
8. Boundary-line
9. Precious metal
10. Preposition
11. Many
12. Headgear
13. It is abbr.
14. Waste land
15. To catch fish
16. Supposing that
17. To sit on eggs
18. To catch fish
19. Large bird
20. Preposition
21. Many
22. Preposition
23. Many
24. Preposition
25. Many
26. Preposition
27. Many
28. Preposition
29. Many
30. Preposition
31. Many
32. Preposition
33. Many
34. Preposition
35. Many
36. Preposition
37. Many
38. Preposition
39. Many
40. Preposition
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